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The secrets of being productive in life and 
business.  By Charles Duhigg

“We now know how productivity really functions. We know which choices matter most and bring success within 
closer reach. We know how to set goals that make the audacious achievable; how to reframe situations so that 
instead of seeing problems, we notice hidden opportunities; how to open our minds to new, creative connections; 
and how to learn faster by slowing down the data that is speeding past us. This is a book about how to recognize 
the choices that fuel true productivity. It is a guide to the science, techniques, and opportunities that have 
changed lives. There are people who have learned how to succeed with less effort. There are companies that 
create amazing things with less waste. There are leaders who transform the people around them. This is a book 
about how to become smarter, faster, and better at everything you do...."

Be More Productive With Less Time
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Productivity, put simply, is the name we give our attempts to figure out the best uses of our energy, intellect, and 
time as we try to seize the most meaningful rewards with the least wasted effort. It’s a process of learning how to 
succeed with less stress and struggle. It’s about getting things done without sacrificing everything we care about 
along the way.  In the age of automation, knowing how to manage your focus is more critical than ever before.”
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My one sentence summary:
How improved thinking can create improved productivity.
Duhigg - Harvard and Yale grad (big deal) and NYT Pulitzer Prize winner 
BigReia.com - The world's clearest instructions to create $30,000/month in passive income.
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“The choices that are most powerful in generating motivation, in other words, are decisions that do two things: 
They convince us we’re in control and they endow our actions with larger meaning. Choosing to climb a mountain 
can become an articulation of love for a daughter. Deciding to stage a nursing home insurrection can become 
proof that you’re still alive. An internal locus of control emerges when we develop a mental habit of transforming 
chores into meaningful choices, when we assert that we have authority over our lives.

Researchers have found similar results in dozens of other studies. People who know how to manage their 
attention and who habitually build robust mental models tend to earn more money and get better grades. 
Moreover, experiments show that anyone can learn to habitually construct mental models. By developing a habit 
of telling ourselves stories about what’s going on around us, we learn to sharpen where our attention goes. These 
storytelling moments can be as small as trying to envision an upcoming meeting while driving to work—forcing 
yourself to imagine how the meeting will start, what points you will raise if the boss asks for comments, what 
objections your coworkers are likely to bring up—or they can be as big as a nurse telling herself stories about what 
infants ought to look like as she walks through a NICU.”  (Iron Mike, Jobs boot time, 747)

BIG LESSON: EA/EI - Look at ONE thing but see something ELSE.
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“The people who are most successful at learning—those who are able to digest the data surrounding them, who absorb 
insights embedded in their experiences and take advantage of information flowing past—are the ones who know how to use 
disfluency to their advantage. They transform what life throws at them, rather than just taking it as it comes. They know the 
best lessons are those that force us to do something and to manipulate the information. They take data and transform it into 
experiments whenever they can. Whether we use the engineering design process or test an idea at work or simply talk 
through a concept with a friend, by making information more disfluent, we paradoxically make it easier to understand.”

In our own lives, the same lesson applies: When we encounter new information and want to learn from it, we should force 
ourselves to do something with the data. It’s not enough for your bathroom scale to send daily updates to an app on your 
phone. If you want to lose weight, force yourself to plot those measurements on graph paper and you’ll be more likely to 
choose a salad over a hamburger at lunch. If you read a book filled with new ideas, force yourself to put it down and explain 
the concepts to someone sitting next to you and you’ll be more likely to apply them to your life. When you find a new piece 
of information, force yourself to engage with it, to use it in an experiment or describe it to your friend—and then you will 
start building the mental folders that are at the core of learning.  Every choice we make in life is an experiment. Every day 
offers fresh opportunities to find better decision-making frames.”

Lesson: You Must Make the Challenge a GAME
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"Productivity is about recognizing choices that other people often overlook. It’s about making certain decisions in 
certain ways. The way we choose to see our own lives; the stories we tell ourselves, and the goals we push 
ourselves to spell out in detail; the culture we establish among teammates; the ways we frame our choices and 
manage the information in our lives. Productive people and companies force themselves to make choices most 
other people are content to ignore. Productivity emerges when people push themselves to think differently.”

Lesson: You Must Make the Challenge a GAME


